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Objective I am looking for an opportunity to contribute to a companywheremy skills as a product
strategist and development leader can help deliver superior software on time at a high
quality.

Experience Independent / Freelance Developer & Builder
APRIL 2023 - PRESENT, Austin, Texas andNewYork, New York
Over the past year, led and collaborated on innovative AI, blockchain, and NFT projects.
Partneredwith Peelander Yellow onMONMONMON, impacting the NFT/gaming sector.
Developed bizqiz, a marketing platform, and CVRLTR for job tools. EnhancedNFTNYC
engagement withMonkeDAO, showcasing blockchain's community impact.

Darkblock /Chief TechnologyOfficer
FEBRUARY 2022 - APRIL 2023, Austin, Texas andWashington, DC
Responsible for overseeing and directing the technical aspects of the Darkblock protocol.
This includesmanaging the development and implementation of technology and systems, as
well as researching and evaluating new technologies that could benefit the company. These
included support for 5 chains, dApp, TV app, mobile app, Chrome extension, API and npm
strategy, and partner integrations.

ScreenDUET /CEO and Founder
SEPTEMBER 2020 - FEBRUARY 2022, Austin, Texas
Designed, developed and brought tomarket a real time interactive content system used by
marketing and sales organizations whowant to get information from their audience at live
events. Built to scale and used by some of the world's most famous brands.

Via TRM /Vice President of Product and Engineering
OCTOBER 2019 - JULY 2020, Austin, Texas and Boulder, Colorado
Brought reliability and scalability to platforms used across the world by students at almost
100 universities and institutions. Introduced new products to the space that reduce risk
management and engage with students via social media. Managed a product engineering
team and roadmap for the future of the product.

API Abroad /Vice President of Technology
SEPTEMBER 2018 - AUGUST 2019, Austin, Texas
Responsible andmanaged full IT functions including software development and technology
operations. Architected, negotiated and rolled out an ecosystem of world class SaaS
solutions and updated best-in-breed custom software implementations.

Algebraix Data /Mobile Architect and ProductManager
JULY 2017 - JANUARY 2018, Austin, Texas
Member of the executive team responsible for developingmobile crypto wallet.Worked
closely with brilliant developers to reduce the roadmap timeline to a fraction of initial
estimates.

Education University of Texas at El Paso / English, Philosophy, Literature
August 1988 - September 1992, El Paso
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